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Abstract
A proper prediction of crack paths is required when assessing accurately
the fatigue crack propagation life. Recently, some authors have pointed out
that the criterion of minimum shear stress range leads to inconsistent results
when predicting fretting crack paths under incomplete contacts. In this paper, different fretting experiments with cylinder-to-flat contact found in the
literature are reviewed, and the corresponding crack path prediction using
the extended finite element method and the minimum shear stress range
crack orientation criterion is performed. Results show the applicability of
the criterion to predict the crack orientation during stage II in incomplete
contact fretting problems.
Keywords: Crack paths; fretting fatigue; incomplete contact; minimum
shear stress range.
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1. Introduction
Cracks, defects or voids are present in many engineering components
either due to manufacturing or due to severe service conditions. Furthermore, a relevant portion of the total fatigue life of a component is consumed
in the growth of small fatigue cracks under certain loading conditions and
geometric configurations. It is for this reason that the study of crack propagation has become essential in damage tolerance design approaches and
failure analyses. Two fundamental aspects of the crack propagation stage
are the crack path and the crack growth rate [1, 2]. In addition, components
are usually subjected to multiaxial cyclic loading, giving rise to crack multimode loading, as it is the case in fretting fatigue cracks. A crack subjected
to mixed mode loading (I+II) may propagate either co-planar or deviate at
a certain angle to its original direction, following the maximum tensile or
shear stress plane (mode I or mode II controlled), respectively [3]. Several
criteria can be found in the literature for mode I controlled crack growth, as
the Maximum Tangential Stress (MTS) criterion [4], the maximum strain
energy density criterion [5] and the maximum energy release rate [6]. Many
authors have demonstrated that the angles predicted by the aforementioned
criteria are very similar [7] under proportional loading conditions. Because
principal stress directions in a component are kept constant during a loading cycle under monotonic or proportional loading, the orientation of the
maximum tensile stress plane is also kept constant. Thus, the crack direction can be easily assessed. In contrast, the orientation of the maximum
tensile stress plane changes during a loading cycle under non-proportional
loading, such as in fretting fatigue problems. Therefore, the orientation criteria proposed for proportional loading usually lead to inconsistent results
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[8, 9]. Based on the stress intensity factors kI∗ (θ) and kII∗ (θ) associated with
an infinitesimally small virtual crack emanating from the original branched
crack [10], Hourlier et al. [11] considered three directions where a crack can
propagate: the direction of maximum range of kI∗ (max(∆kI∗ )), the direction of absolute maximum kI∗ or the direction of maximum crack growth
rate calculated from pure mode I tests da/dN =f (KImax , ∆KI ). The orientation criteria of maximum crack growth was in good agreement with the
experimental crack paths in a material with a relevant mean stress effect on
crack growth rate (AU4G aluminium). However, the criterion of max(∆kI∗ )
predicted better results in a 35NCD16 steel. Other authors have pointed
out that, under non-proportional conditions, a crack follows a trajectory
minimizing ∆KII [12–16]. For example, Kitagawa et al. [12] and Qian et
al. [15] found that ∆KII was almost zero along the crack paths in cruciform
specimens under biaxial out-of-phase loading.
In fretting fatigue problems, the crack remains closed during a relevant
part of a loading cycle even for positive stress ratios at the early stages of
the crack growth [17], giving rise to friction between crack faces. Therefore,
the applicability of the aforementioned criteria is a challenging task due to
the calculation of the stress intensity factors (SIFs) when the crack remains
closed. The reason is because the use of domain independent integrals, such
as the interaction integral, needs the consideration of crack face tractions
through line integrals along crack faces up to the crack tip. Those stresses
are difficult to compute accurately in a FE analysis (see e.g. [18] and references therein). In this way, stress based criteria for crack propagation,
which do not require SIFs calculation, are often used in fretting fatigue
problems due to the simplicity of application and the accuracy of their
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predictions. Dubourg and Lamacq [19] proposed a criterion based on the
direction where the effective range of the circumferential stress is maximum
(max(∆σn,eff )) along a loading cycle. The criterion was successfully applied
to fretting fatigue problems under incomplete contact configurations, showing a good agreement with the experimental crack paths. On the other
hand, an extension of the criterion of local symmetry for non-proportional
loading was proposed by Giner et al. [16], where the predicted crack orientation is the direction in which the shear stress range at the crack tip is
minimized, min(∆τ ). The criterion of min(∆τ ) was validated for complete
contact fretting fatigue problems.
Recent works in the literature have questioned the applicability of the
min(∆τ ) criterion to cylindrical-to-flat contact. Cardoso et al. stated in
[20] that ”The criteria based on stress field, min(∆τ ), led to inconsistent
predictions” and Pereira and Wahab commented on the same issue in [17]
”the use of their methodology in cylindrical pad configuration may lead to
wrong predictions”. In this paper, we show that the min(∆τ ) criterion leads
to good predictions in fretting problems under incomplete contact configurations. Three experimental fretting problems with different loading conditions have been analysed using linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM),
the extended finite element method (X-FEM) and the min(∆τ ) criterion.
The experimental crack paths reported by Baietto et al. [21], Hojjati-Talemi
et al. [22] and Proudhon et al. [23], which report the experiments used as
reference in [17] and [20], are compared to the crack paths predicted by the
min(∆τ ) criterion in this work, showing a good correlation. In addition
and for the sake of clarity, we give some indications regarding the implementation of the criterion and its application to a numerical problem with
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a known solution of reference.
2. The minimum shear stress range criterion
The minimum shear stress range criterion states that a crack will grow in
the direction in which the shear stress range ∆τ at the crack tip is minimized
[16]. In the plane of minimum shear stress range, less energy is dissipated in
terms of friction when crack faces contact each other. Therefore, the crack
has more energy available to grow. Since shear stresses develop always in
two orthogonal planes, the prospective growth plane is the plane for which
the maximum normal stress range ∆σn is achieved, due to the fact that less
friction energy is lost. This criterion can be considered as an extension for
non-proportional loading conditions of the ”criterion of local symmetry”
proposed by Cotterell and Rice [24], which states that a crack follows a
path for which KII = 0. Under non-proportional loading, this condition
can be extended to the path where the range of ∆KII is minimum. In
this way, the criterion is analogous to the criterion of min(∆kII∗ ), based
on the virtual stress intesity factors, for which a crack follows a trajectory
minimizing ∆KII . In addition, the min(∆τ ) criterion is in line with the
principle that a crack will grow in the direction which maximizes the strain
energy release rate [10]. The advantage of using min(∆τ ) criterion instead
of min(∆kII∗ ) criterion is that it is not necessary to compute KII , which can
be cumbersome under crack face contact conditions, as explained above.
KII is needed to estimate kII∗ as detailed e.g. in [13] and [25].
Different approaches can be followed in order to search for the prospective angle or angles where the condition of min(∆τ ) occurs. If the linearelastic stress field is computed through numerical methods such as the finite
5

Figure 1: Sketch of the application of the min(∆τ ) criterion and sign convention for
crack propagation angles.

element method (FEM) or the extended finite element method (X-FEM),
the stress field is calculated discretely at the integration points (IPs). In
this work, the proposed approach consists in obtaining the average value of
the linear-elastic stress field at the IPs located within a circle of radius L
and whose centre is positioned along a line extended from the crack tip at
a distance L as shown in Fig. 1. The average stress field is calculated at
discrete time increments along a loading a cycle. Next, ∆τ (θ) and ∆σn (θ)
, π ] in order to obtain the angles where
are evaluated for a range of θ ∈ [ −π
2 2
∆τ is minimum. This approach can be easily implemented and leads to
good results, as verified in the next section.
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2.1. Application of the min(∆τ ) criterion to the Westergaard’s problem
The Westergaard’s problem is used here as a benchmark problem with
known solution of reference to show that the numerical implementation of
the criterion is valid, in comparison to the criterion of min(∆kII∗ ). The
Westergaard’s problem, whose domain is infinite, can be accurately modelled using a finite domain through the boundary conditions formulated by
Giner et al. in [26]. An infinite plate with a crack of size 2a is subjected to
uniform remote tangential and normal tractions. The exact solution of the
SIFs (KIex and KIIex ) of the numerical model is set through the boundary
conditions applied to the model of size 2b and 2c (further details can be
found in [26]). Moreover, the problem can be reduced to half domain due
to antisymmetry. Therefore, half of the crack is modelled using an in-house
implementation of X-FEM in Abaqus [27]. In this problem, consistent units
(c.u.) are employed and related to the crack size 2a. The parameters 2a,
b and 2c are set to 1 length units. The element size employed is a/16. A
sketch of the problem and the mesh of the numerical model is shown in
Fig. 2.
Two different loading cycles are analysed. Case 1: steady KIIex and
variable KIex with stress ratio 0.1 and triangular waveform. Case 2: variable
KIex with a stress ratio of 0.1 and KIIex with stress ratio of -1 and 180◦ phase
difference, both as triangular waveforms. These loading cycles are usually
found in cracks under fretting fatigue [17]. Fig. 3 shows the loading cycle
and the range of kII∗,ex during a loading cycle and kII∗,ex at different loading
time instants t as a function of θ using the equations proposed in [10]. As
can be seen in Fig. 3, the min(∆kII∗,ex ) is achieved at θ=0◦ for case 1 and at
θ=23◦ for case 2. Note that the solution given in Fig. 3 is purely analytical.
7
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Figure 2: Sketch of the numerical model of Westergaard’s problem (small arrows represent non-uniform tractions σx , σy and τxy ) and definition of the prospective angle (left)
and mesh of the numerical model (right).

Fig. 4 summarizes the results obtained of the methodology proposed
above to obtain the prospective angle with min(∆τ ). The coordinate transformation is performed on the averaged stresses of the integration points
ahead of the crack tip, being the size of L equal to the element size (a/16).
Fig. 4 a) and c) plot σn (θ) during a loading cycle for case 1 and 2, respectively. In addition, subfigures b) and d) plot τ (θ) during a loading cycle
for both cases ([*] Note that the curves ∆τ in subfigures b) and d) are the
same as in subfigures a) and c), respectively). As can be seen in subfigure
a), min(∆τ ) is achieved at θ=0◦ for case 1. In case 2, it can be observed in
subfigure c) that min(∆τ ) is reached at two angles: θ=24◦ and -66◦ . In this
case, as stated by the criterion, the chosen angle is the angle with highest
∆σn . As expected, these results show that the criterion min(∆τ ) predicts
angles very similar to the predicted by the min(∆kII∗ ) criterion. The differences found are mainly caused by the error introduced by the numerical
stress field approximation. In addition, the results show that the crack ori8

∗
) criterion
Figure 3: Loading cycle in terms of exact SIFs and application of the min(∆kII
for loading cases 1 and 2 for the Westergaard’s problem of reference (solved using the
analytical expressions in [13]).

entation predicted by min(∆τ ) criterion is similar to the angles predicted
by the maximum ∆σn criterion.
3. Orientation criteria for crack propagation in fretting fatigue
Forsyth [28] distinguished two stages in the development of cracks: stage
I for the nucleation process and stage II for the propagation process. During
stage I, two main types of cracks can be observed: type 1, dominated by
the range of shear stress ∆τ and growing along a direction from 15◦ to 35◦
with respect to the surface [29] and type 2, dominated by the normal stress
9

Figure 4: Application of the min(∆τ ) criterion for loading cases 1 and 2 [*]. The thin
black curves represent the evolution of σn (left) and τ (right) at succesive instants of the
cycle.

range ∆σn and growing along a direction from 75◦ to 90◦ [19]. Critical
plane approaches applied in conjunction with average methods have been a
satisfactory tool for the prediction of the initial crack orientation [30, 31].
During stage II, the crack is subjected to a non-proportional mixed mode
loading. In this way, a crack kinks along a direction of approximately 70◦
to 60◦ to the surface [19, 32]. This direction is where ∆τ or the mode II
stress intensity range is minimum as pointed out by Dubourg and Lamacq
[19] and Faanes [29], respectively. As the crack grows and in the presence
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of an oscillatory bulk load, the crack deflects into a direction perpendicular
to the bulk load axis because the stress state becomes uniaxial in practice
sufficiently far from the contact zone. However, a crack will probably arrest
without deflecting in the absence of an oscillatory bulk load such as in plain
fretting tests [32], i.e. a test with cylic trangential load applied to the indenter with no axial load in the specimen. In other cases, the crack orientation
can be highly influenced by the material microstructure when the crack
is close to the crack arrest length or during the crack nucleation in plain
fretting tests [23, 33, 34].
In the literature, several crack orientation criteria have been successfully
employed for stage II. Dubourg and Lamacq [19] obtained a good agreement using the max(∆σn,eff ) and max(∆kI∗ ) in cylindrical-to-flat type contact. Noraphaiphipaksa et al. studied in [35] the fretting fatigue crack paths
with cylindrical-on-flat contact using the criterion of maximum range of circumferential stresses (taking into account negative circumferential stresses),
obtaining a good agreement with the experimental results. In addition, the
predicted crack paths with max(∆kI∗ ) and max(da/dN ) obtained by Baietto et al. [21] were also in agreement with the experimental results for a
cylindrical-to-flat type contact. Pereira and Wahab [17] obtained good estimations of the experimental results when applying max(∆kI∗ ) to a fretting
fatigue problem with cylinder-to-plane contact. More recently, Vázquez et
al. [36] applied the Smith-Watson-Topper criterion and max(∆kI∗ ) for crack
propagation during stage II in an incomplete contact configuration, obtaining satisfactory results. Lastly, Llavori et al. [34] compared the predictions
of the criterion of min(∆τ ) and max(∆σn,eff ) in a plain fretting problem
under incomplete contact configuration, obtaining a lower deviation of the
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predictions during the first stages of the propagation with the min(∆τ ) criterion. However, max(∆σn,eff ) criterion was able to better capture the crack
path during the last stage of crack propagation although presenting an unrealistic erratic zigzag behaviour. Despite these several crack propagation
analyses can be found in the literature under fretting conditions, there is
still not consensus on which criterion gives the best predictions. Furthermore, another open question is whether it is necessary to take into account
negative circumferential stress and the corresponding virtual mode I stress
intensity factor.
On the other hand, in flat-to-flat contacts, the predicted crack paths
with min(∆τ ) obtained by Giner et al. [16] correlate very well with the
experimental observations. Other authors have reported that the criterion
is in good agreement with the crack paths obtained with a complete contact
configuration [37, 38]. Furthermore in [14], Navarro et al. analysed the
nucleation and early crack paths in fretting fatigue with incomplete contact
using critical plane analysis and fracture mechanics approaches. The results
showed that the criterion of minimum ∆KII gives a good agreement with
the experimental crack trajectories. However, Cardoso et al. [20] obtained
a poor agreement with the experimental results when applying min(∆τ ) to
a cylindrical-to-flat contact type. We show in this work that the min(∆τ )
criterion leads to good results even for this type of contact.
4. Experimental results obtained from literature
A brief summary of the experimental results and tests employed to evaluate the applicability of the criterion is presented in this section. The works
have been selected in order to include several different test configurations
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under incomplete contact. Three different test types are numerically assessed: plain fretting test, plain fretting test on pre-stressed specimen and
single clamp fretting fatigue test.
4.1. Test 1: Plain fretting test with a cylinder on flat contact
First, the experimental data reported by Proudhon et al. [23] regarding
a plain fretting test with cylinder on flat contact under partial slip regime
is assessed in this work. The materials of the specimen and indenter are
2024-T351 and 7075-T6, respectively. The radius of the cylinder is 49 mm.
A constant normal force of 320 N/mm and an alternating tangential force of
240 N/mm per unit thickness are applied to the indenter with a stress ratio
of -1. The coefficient of friction (COF) was measured by the authors under
partial slip conditions in a previous work resulting in a value of 1.1 [39].
Fig. 5 shows the experimental crack path reported in [23]. In this case, the
crack is characterised using synchrotron X-ray micro-tomography. It can be
observed that multiple cracks nucleate at the edge of the contact (stage I).
Then, the crack direction changes to 30◦ with respect to the surface normal
once the crack length is about 30-50 microns. The authors pointed out that
the scatter of the inclination angle during initiation is much higher than in
the propagation stage. On the other hand, cracks usually arrest in plain
fretting tests when they escape from the high stress gradient produced by
the contact. Therefore, scattering during propagation will increase as the
crack is close to the arrest length because of the reduction in the energy
available for crack growth.
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Figure 5: Experimental crack paths after 500x103 cycles obtained by Proudhon et al.
[23] (reproduced with permission of Elsevier).

4.2. Test 2: Plain fretting test on pre-stressed specimen with a cylinder on
flat contact
The experimental data regarding plain fretting tests on a pre-stressed
specimen with a cylinder on flat contact configuration under partial slip
regime published by Baietto et al. [21] is presented in this subsection.
These experiments were used as reference in [20]. The materials of the
plane specimen and cylindrical indenter are a steel alloy 35NCD16 and a
heat treated steel 100C6, respectively. The radius of the cylinder is 80 mm
and the thickness is 8 mm. A plane strain condition is assumed and the
yield stress is not exceeded at any point of the specimen [21]. A constant
normal force (P ) of 1000 N/mm and an alternating tangential force (Q) of
500 N/mm are applied to the cylinder. The COF is assumed to be 0.9 [21],
ensuring partial slip conditions. The COF was measured in [21] applying
a variable displacement method and assuming the COF as the stabilized
value at the transition between partial and gross slip conditions [39]. In
addition, a static uniaxial load (σs ) is applied to the plane specimen with
different magnitudes (0, 70, 140, 210, 280 MPa). Tests were interrupted
at different stages and plane samples were cut through the cross section in
14

order to examine the crack paths. Fig. 6 shows the experimental crack path
obtained with σstatic =70 and 180 MPa. It can be observed that two cracks
grow symmetrically oriented beneath the indenter at both contact edges.

Figure 6: Crack path at the cross section of the specimen with σs =70 MPa (left) and
σs =180 MPa (right), results from [21] (reproduced with permission of Elsevier).

4.3. Test 3: Single clamp fretting fatigue test with a cylinder on flat contact
Another experimental test analysed in this work is the fretting fatigue
test with a cylinder-to-flat contact type carried out by Hojjati-Talemi et al.
[22]. The crack path was recently assessed in [17], obtaining a good agreement with the max(∆kI ) criterion. However, it has to be said that during
the calculation of ∆kI in [17], negative kI values were considered. Since
crack face contact avoids interpenetration, negative mode I stress intensity
factors are unrealistic. Instead, the use of min(∆kII∗ ) has a more physical
15

meaning, being the criterion which governs the crack path trajectories under fretting fatigue as shown in this work. The material of the dog bone
specimen and the cylindrical indenter is aluminium 2024-T3. The radius
of the cylinder is 50 mm and the thickness of indenter and specimen is 4
mm. A constant normal force per unit thickness of 135.7 N/mm is applied
to the indenter and an alternating axial stress of 100 MPa is applied to the
dog bone specimen with a stress ratio of 0.1. The rig where the indenter
is assembled is rigidly fixed allowing the generation of a tangential force
between specimen and indenter. The maximum tangential force measured
during the test was 38.8 N/mm corresponding to the maximum value of
axial stress. The ratio of the tangential force is -1 and it is in-phase with
the cyclic axial stress. The COF is measured by the authors under partial
slip conditions resulting in a value of 0.65. Fig. 7 shows the experimental
crack path obtained under the conditions explained above. In this case, the
crack initiation is located at the right hand side of the contact edge, where
the σaxial is applied.
5. Numerical modelling of crack propagation
In this work, an Abaqus implementation of the extended finite element
method [27] is employed to model crack propagation. Thus, the crack is
included in the numerical model without the need of remeshing. Further
details can be found in [16] and [27]. In fretting fatigue, crack closure is
likely to happen even for positive loading stress ratios due to the contact
pressure. Therefore, the numerical model must capture the crack closure
and friction between the crack faces (CF). Hence, the X-FEM implementation incorporates crack face contact with friction as reported in [18, 40]. The
16

Figure 7: Experimental crack path after complete fracture, results from [22] (reproduced
with permission of Elsevier).

friction model between the indenter and specimen is a Coulomb model with
a Lagrange multiplier contact formulation. The Young’s modulus E, Poisson’s ratio ν and COF between crack faces used for each test are presented
in Table 1.
Table 1: Elastic material properties of the numerical models.
Material

E (GPa)

ν (-)

COF between CF(-)

2024-T351 (Specimen test 1)
7075-T6 (Indenter test 1)
35NCD16 (Indenter test 2)
100C6 (Specimen test 2)
2024-T3 (Indenter and specimen test 3)

72
72.4
200
195
72.1

0.3
0.33
0.3
0.3
0.33

0.8
0.3
0.8

An initial inclined crack (a0 ) with the inclination reported in the experimental works has been assumed as the initial crack for each model. An
initial size of 50 microns has been defined for all the numerical models, being
at least 2-3 times the material grain size for most of the cases to preserve the
assumptions of LEFM. For each crack growth increment, X-FEM is used
to obtain the linear-elastic stress field ahead the crack tip. As explained in
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Section 2, the stress field is evaluated to obtain the crack propagation angle
and, successively, the crack is propagated using a crack increment size of 50
microns.
A 2D finite element model has been considered to represent the fretting
fatigue tests. Boundary conditions and applied loads are shown in Fig. 8
(t represents the reported total thickness in each case). Due to symmetry
conditions, only half of the test has been modelled for test 2 and 3. In
addition, multipoint constraints (MPC) have been employed in the nodes
located on the top edge of the indenter in order to avoid the rotation of the
indenter. The element size in the region of interest and near the contact
of indenter and specimen is 10 microns. The ratios between the contact
semi-width and the element size for test 1, 2 and 3 are 70, 97 and 47, respectively. Plane strain quadrilateral elements with full integration have been
used. For Test 1, only a normal constant load and alternating tangential
force are applied to the indenter. For Test 2, a static load of two different
magnitudes has been applied together with an alternating tangential force
and a constant normal force. The stress field is analysed from step 2 to
5. For Test 3, a normal constant load has been applied combined with an
alternating axial and reaction stress. The reaction stress is calculated as
proposed in [22]. In this case, the stress field is analysed from step 2 to 6.
A summary of the loading history applied to each test is shown in Fig. 8
(right).
6. Numerical results
As the objective of this work is to show the suitability of the minimum
shear stress range criterion for the prediction of fretting fatigue crack paths
18
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Figure 8: From top to bottom: sketch of the boundary conditions (left) and loads (right)
for the three tests: numerical model of plain fretting, plain fretting on pre-stressed
specimen and fretting fatigue.
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6

-50

[MPa]

Time increment
Test 3

Uy=0

with incomplete contact configurations, results will be focused on the predicted crack paths and angles with the min(∆τ ) criterion. The predicted
crack paths are compared with the experimental crack paths and a brief
discussion of the differences found is also presented. In addition, a finite
element model without crack, but with a more refined mesh (5 microns),
has been developed for each case to calculate the semi-contact width acont ,
normal pressure p0 , semi-slip width ccont , eccentricity of the stick zone econt
max
and maximum axial stress at the contact trailing edge σxx
for a better

understanding of the fretting conditions under partial slip regime. Results
of the uncracked model is shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Relevant parameters affecting fretting conditions for each test.
Test

acont (mm)

p0 (MPa)

ccont (mm)

max
σxx
(MPa)

econt (mm)

1
2 (σstatic = 70 MPa)
2 (σstatic = 180 MPa)
3

0.705
0.967
0.967
0.470

289.30
658.40
658.40
187.30

0.400
0.642
0.642
0.345

467.20
1017.25
1049.18
254.40

0.034
0.068
0.095

6.1. Test 1: Plain fretting test with a cylinder on flat contact
Tests performed by Proudhon et al. [23] resulted in crack arrest due
to the absence of a fatigue axial load. Short cracks of around 0.4 mm
were observed in the specimens after 500x103 cycles as shown in Fig. 5.
Despite the cracks are not very long, a crack propagation phase (stage II)
was clearly observed after the crack kink from the initial crack developed
during the nucleation phase (about 40-50 microns). Experimental crack
paths are scaled and shown on the background together with the numerically predicted crack. As mentioned previously, the scatter found in the
experimental crack paths can be caused by the material microstructure that
20

is not taken into account in LEFM. However, Fig. 9 shows a good agreement
between the experimental and the predicted crack trajectories.
The experimental results in [23] show a significant scattering of the orientation of the propagation plane in the absence of an applied axial load
(cyclic or static). In these cases, orientation can be influenced by the microstructure due to the relative small energy available once the crack is
far from the influence of the normal and tangential loads, which eventually
leads to crack arrest.
0.1

slip Indenter
zone
0

Y [mm]

-0.1

-0.2

-0.3

-0.4

Min(
-0.5
0.6

0.7

)

0.8

X [mm]
Figure 9: Predicted propagation path using X-FEM and min(∆τ ) vs. experimental
results by Proudhon et al. [23] (Test 1).
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6.2. Test 2: Plain fretting test on pre-stressed specimen with a cylinder on
flat contact
Although there is no cyclic axial bulk stress in these experiments, the
applied static load allows to obtain longer crack paths compared to plain
fretting tests. The two crack paths reported by Baietto et al. in Fig. 6 with
σstatic equal to 70 and 180 MPa have been numerically assessed.
Since the unique difference between both tests is the applied static load,
the stress ranges are almost constant along the prospective angles and
the only difference is the mean stress. Therefore, cracks predicted by the
min(∆τ ) criterion are very similar for both tests. Finally, we find a very
good agreement with the experimental results of Baietto et al. [21] and
the prediction through the min(∆τ ) criterion, as shown in Fig. 10. Note
that Cardoso et al. [20] predicted the crack to grow pointing outside of the
contact area using the min(∆τ ) criterion, contrary to the experimental observation and to our results. We have obtained that the criterion is able to
capture the crack paths found in experimental test 3. Differences may arise
from the methodology used to seek the prospective minimum shear stress
range direction employed by Cardoso et al. [20] and a bad estimation of the
initial crack.
6.3. Test 3: Single clamp fretting fatigue test with a cylinder on flat contact
The experiment carried out by Hojjati-Talemi et al. [22] that finished
in the complete fracture of the specimen as shown in Fig. 7 has been also
numerically assessed. As shown in Fig. 11, a good agreement is observed
between the experimental results of Hojjati-Talemi et al. [22] and the numerical prediction through the min(∆τ ) criterion. Differences between ex22
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Figure 10: Predicted propagation path using X-FEM and min(∆τ ) vs. experimental
results by Baietto et al. [21] (Test 2).

perimental and predicted crack paths may arise from the influence of local
effects such as the microstructure. Nevertheless, inclination and direction
of both cracks are very similar. In addition, it can be observed that the
predicted inclination with respect to the normal surface is decreasing as the
crack grows. At a distance of 2a, the predicted crack direction is very close
to the normal surface direction because, as expected, the crack orientation
is being mainly dominated by the cyclic bulk load.
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Figure 11: Predicted propagation path using X-FEM and min(∆τ ) vs. experimental
results by Hojjati-Talemi et al. [22] (Test 3).

7. Conclusions
In this work, a numerical methodology has been proposed to assess the
crack orientation propagation stage with the minimum shear stress range
under fretting conditions. Three different tests reported in the literature
have been assessed during stage II in fretting fatigue under incomplete contact conditions using the min(∆τ ) crack orientation criterion and X-FEM.
The numerical results are in good agreement with the experimental observations, despite some bad estimations reported in the literature. In addition,
some indications regarding the implementation of the min(∆τ ) criterion are
given. A numerical example based on the well known Westergaard’s prob24

lem has also been analysed to validate the method, showing concordance
between the angles predicted by the min(∆τ ) criterion and the min(∆kII )
criterion.
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